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The use of fibre-reinforced concrete (FRC) is
not new, but has experienced a big impulse in
recent years. The increasing interest in FRC has
produced a remarkable number of experimental
studies to identify how diverse aspects of their
production affect their properties, both in fresh state
and hardened. Together with these experimental
studies, several approaches have been proposed
for numerically reproducing fracture in FRC. It
is worth mentioning the use of cohesive fracture
by using a trilinear softening diagram [1] that
allows reproducing the behaviour of this material
taking into account different FRC mixes (with
different fibre length and proportion), different
loading scenarios [2] and capturing the size effect
[3]. Moreover, the trilinear softening diagram
is defined with crack opening and stress values
that are related with physical parameters of the
FRC mix (concrete strength, fibre length, polymer
elastic modulus or the fibre proportion, for instance).

The trilinear softening diagram is defined by six
values (ft, fk, fr, wk, wr and wf ), that correspond
to stresses (fi) and crack opening values (wi) that
must be calibrated to fit the experimental results.
Since this process includes a relatively high number
of parameters to adjust, it implies carrying out a trial
and error process that may lead to a high number of
models to be run (typically, around 25 would be a
fair estimation).

The trilinear softening diagram has been success-
fully used with an embedded fracture model in the
past. In this study, the trilinear softening diagram is
adapted and implemented in a smeared crack model
of the free finite element code OOFEM [4] and the
calibration process of the parameters that define the
trilinear softening diagram is carried out by means of
an algorithm that makes use of an optimization pack-
age of Scipy [5]. To illustrate the performance of this

algorithm, an experimental reference of a three-point
bending test is used and, by providing the experi-
mental load-displacement diagram and an initial set
of parameter values, the algorithm is able to provide
a set that minimizes the deviation of the numerical
model with respect to the experimental curve. Error
is computed as the difference between the experi-
mental and the numerical results at selected points
of the load-displacement diagram.
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